EXPORT INTEREST DIRECTORY

Jan. 30 - Feb. 1, 2024
Georgia World Congress Center | Atlanta, Georgia
International Trade Center

JAN. 30 - FEB. 1, 2024

Connector between Halls A & B (Closer to B side)
Georgia World Congress Center / Atlanta, Georgia USA

Sponsored by World Initiative for Soy in Human Health,
Booth B8814

HOURS OF OPERATION

Tuesday, January 30: 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 1: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 2: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

International Trade Center

YOUR GLOBAL NETWORK

WISHH
WORLD INITIATIVE FOR SOY IN HUMAN HEALTH

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION & PROCESSING EXPO
AB VISTA INC.

Booth Number: A651
8151 PETERS ROAD SUITE 2001
PLANTATION, FL  33324

Onsite Contacts:
FABIANA FREITAS

Phone:  954 278 3974
Email: fabiana.freitas@abvista.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
QUANTUM BLUE
ECONASE
SIGNIS
VISTABET
LAB SERVICES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

AGPACK

Booth Number: A620
9700 ROBIN RD
DISPUTANTA, VA 23842

Onsite Contacts:
BLAKE DIAMOND

Phone:  +1 (800) 306-3685
Email: bdiamond@agpackva.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
PRO-PAK|AQUA-PAK|PRO-LAK|
AGPRO|LACTIVATE|VEGAIN|PREMIXES|
COMMODITIES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa
AGRANCO CORP. USA

Booth Number: A417
2020 PONCE DE LEON BLVD #1103
CORAL GABLES, FL 33134

Onsite Contacts:
DANIEL MUNOZ

Phone: 8775920031
Email: globalsales@agrancousa.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE LINE | NUTRIPLEX | NUTRIPLEX-W | PHYTEX | IMMUNE SUPPORT LINE | AVAPLEX | OPTIMAL HEALTH LINE | ALLBOND | ALLBOND ADVANCED | VITACID CQ10 | ENVIRONMENT RESTORATION | OXYNova

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific

AGRI-WASTE TECHNOLOGY

Booth Number: B42027
501 N SALEM STREET
APEX, NC 27502

Onsite Contacts:
EMORY NEW

Phone: 9197295696
Email: enew@agriwaste.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE | RECORD KEEPING | THIRD PARTY REGULATION | MANURE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
AGROPUR

Booth Number: A2755
3500 EAST DESTINATION DRIVE
APPLETON, WI 54915

Onsite Contacts:
HANNAH HARDMAN

Phone: 608-860-5839
Email: hannah.hardman@agropur.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
DEPROTEINIZED WHEY | PREMIUM
DEPROTEINIZED WHEY | SWEET DAIRY WHEY
| LACTOSE

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific

AGUAIR

Booth Number: B2033
1359 GRESHAM ROAD
MARIETTA, GA 30062

Onsite Contacts:
FAIZAN ALY

Phone: 844-993-3660
Email: sales@aguair.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
THE AGUATRONICS® HIGH VOLUME SMART HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEM | SANICART™ MOBILE FOGGING SANITIZATION EQUIPMENT

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
AMERICAN STRUCTURES

Booth Number: BC46100
N4471 462ND. STREET  P.O. BOX 409
MENOMONIE, WI 54751

Onsite Contacts:
EARL WILDENBERG

Phone: 715-235-4225
Email: asi@ameristruc.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BOLTED STAINLESS STEEL TANKS (I)
APPURTEANCES (I) STAINLESS STEEL
FABRICATED PARTS AND PIECES FOR
PROCESSING.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Western Europe

AMERIJET INTERNATIONAL

Booth Number: B36038
114 SOUTHFIELD PARKWAY SUITE 100
FOREST PARK, GA 30297

Onsite Contacts:
DOUG CROWE

Phone: 6782960993
Email: dcrowe@amerijet.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
WE OFFER INTERNATIONAL AIR
TRANSPORTATION TO THE CARIBBEAN,
CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA, MEXICO, AND
WESTERN EUROPE.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe
AQUAPHOENIX SCIENTIFIC

Booth Number:  B51059
860 GITTS RUN ROAD
HANOVER, PA 17331

Onsite Contacts:
JASPER BURWELL

Phone:  7177468436
Email: jburwell@aquaphoenixsci.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
NONE

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

ARM & HAMMER

Booth Number:  A1947
500 CHARLES EWING BLVD
EWING, NJ 08628

Onsite Contacts:
MARLENA HIDLAY

Phone:  6096900636
Email: marlena.hidlay@churchdwight.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
CERTILLUS, CELMANAX, BG-MAX, BIO-CHLOR

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
ARTEVET, LLC (USA)

Booth Number: A543
1000 N. WEST STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801

Onsite Contacts:
ANIKET PARIKH

Phone: 4432550015
Email: sales@artevet.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
FEED ADDITIVES, SPECIALIZED ADDITIVES, BIO-Security Solution, VeterinAry PHARMACEUTICALS FOR POULTRY, LIVESTOCK, AQUA AND PETS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

ASAHI BIOSCIENCES/BIOCYCLE

Booth Number: A3027
455 DIVIDEND DRIVE
PEACHTREE CITY, GA 30269

Onsite Contacts:
ARATA YOKOYAMA

Phone: 14706989349
Email: arata.yokoyama@calpisamerica.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
CALSPORIN (DIRECT FED MICROBIAL) FOR ANIMALS.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
BAVARIA CORP.

Booth Number: B39033
515 COOPER COMMERCE DRIVE, SUITE #100
APOPKA, FL 32703

Onsite Contacts:
BRUCE HOPKINS

Phone: (407) 880-0322
Email: bhopkins@bavariacorp.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
NATURAL ANTIMICROBIAL, NATURAL CURE,
SPECIALTY PHOSPHATE, PHOSPHATE REPLACER

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe,
Eastern Europe

BINMASTER

Booth Number: A1800
7201 CORNHUSKER HIGHWAY
LINCOLN, NE 68507

Onsite Contacts:
KIM HOULDEN

Phone: 402-434-9102
Email: kim.houlden@binmaster.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
RELIABLE, SOLID-STATE POINT AND
CONTINUOUS BIN LEVEL INDICATORS,
CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND SENSORING
DEVICES USED WHILE STORING POWDERS
AND BULK SOLIDS.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East /
Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
BINTRAC BY HERDSTAR

Booth Number: B28006
1400 MADISON AVE, SUITE 504
MANKATO, MN 56001

Onsite Contacts:
MITCH WILKING

Phone: 5073448005
Email: mwilking@bintrac.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BINTRAC BIN WEIGHING SYSTEMS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

BIOZYME INC.

Booth Number: A2845
6010 STOCKYARDS EXPRESSWAY
ST. JOSEPH, MO 64504

Onsite Contacts:
VOLKER ALTENBOKUM

Phone: 816-238-3326
Email: valtenbokum@biozymeinc.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
AO-BIOTICS EQE, AO-BIOTICS AMAFERM

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
CHR. HANSEN

Booth Number: A941
9015 W MAPLE STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53214

Onsite Contacts:
MEGAN JACOBSEN

Phone: 5072769278
Email: usmeja@chr-hansen.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
GALLIPRO FIT PROBIOTIC, GALLIPRO MAX PROBIOTIC, GALLIPRO TECT WS PROBIOTIC, GALLIPRO TECT PROBIOTIC, GALLIPRO MS PROBIOTIC

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

CLEARH2O, INC.

Booth Number: B15010
85 BRADLEY DRIVE
WESTBROOK, ME 04092

Onsite Contacts:
MATT KOPYT

Phone: 2078040904
Email: mkopyt@clearh2o.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
AQUABEADS AND HYDROGEL 95

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
CWT FARMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Booth Number: B24033
1180 AIRPORT PKWY
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501

Onsite Contacts:
PATTY PAULHUS

Phone: 7705323181
Email: PPaulhus@aviagen.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BROILER HATCHING EGGS
BROILER CHICKS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

DAWE'S LABORATORIES

Booth Number: A1733
3355 N ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD STE G
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

Onsite Contacts:
DESI PANAYOTOV

Phone: 8475772020
Email: d.panayotov@dawesnutrition.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
FORTIFIERS | SUPPLEMENTS | PROBIOTICS | FORMULATION | CUSTOM PRODUCT DESIGN | MANUFACTURING | NUTRITION & MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION | FULL LINE OF PRODUCTS FOR A VARIETY OF SPECIES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
EAST IOWA PLASTICS

Booth Number: B9011
601 17TH STREET SE
INDEPENDENCE, IA 50644

Onsite Contacts:
TERRI HUSKY

Phone: 319.334.2559
Email: terrih@eastiowaplastics.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
FEEDER TRAYS - LIGHT SHIELDS -
SUN DEFLECTORS - VENT DOORS - PLASTIC
EGG FLATS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East /
Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYING SYSTEMS

Booth Number: B37040
62 MORRISON STREET
WATKINSVILLE, GA 30677

Onsite Contacts:
DODD FERRELLE

Phone: 706-769-0025
Email: dodd@maxcharge.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYING EQUIPMENT

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East /
Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
ENZYME INNOVATION

Booth Number: A1451

13591 YORBA AVE
CHINO, CA 91710

Onsite Contacts:
DIPAK RODA

Phone: 909-613-1660
Email: marketing@specialtyenzymes.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
DIGEGRAIN DELTA, DIGEGRAIN DELTA PLUS, DIGEGRAIN MAX, DIGEGRAIN PRO 6, BIOSEB TRIO, BIOSEB BS, SEBOOST

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

FLYING DUTCHMAN INC.

Booth Number: A1518

6631 EGYPT RD.
SMITHVILLE, OH 44677

Onsite Contacts:
KEVIN LEPLEY

Phone: 3306692297
Email: klepley@flyingd.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
INDUSTRIAL SILO UNLOADERS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
GRACON LLC

Booth Number: B43026
400 FISCHER STREET SW
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350

Onsite Contacts:
ANDREW MERKINS

Phone: 15044446199
Email: amerkins@graconllc.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
FOUNDED IN 1981, GRACON LLC (GRACON) IS A 40+ YEAR-OLD FIRM FORMED BY A GROUP OF EXPERIENCED CONSTRUCTION SPECIALISTS. WE ARE KNOWN FOR REPEAT WORK WITH CLIENTS. WE ARE A MULTIDISCIPLINED GENERAL CONTRACTOR DELIVERING WORLD-CLASS CONSTRUCTION SERVICE

Areas of Interest
Latin America

HARVEST FUEL

Booth Number: A618
12848 COUNTY RD 9
WALHALLA, ND 58282

Onsite Contacts:
BRAD THORNBERG

Phone: 2185688887
Email: brad.thornberg@probiotein.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
PROBIOTEIN

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
**HEADWORKS INTERNATIONAL**

**Booth Number:** B38051

11000 BRITTMOORE PARK DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77041

**Onsite Contacts:**
GERALD SEIDL

**Phone:** 7136476667
**Email:** gseidl@headworksintl.com

**Export Status:** EXPORTING

**Products and Services**
WE ARE A TECHNOLOGY COMPANY (AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC BIOLOGICAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT) TARGETING INDUSTRIAL USERS, INCLUDING THE F&B INDUSTRY. BASED ON OUR 20+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH THE SPACE-SAVING MBBR/IFAS TECHNOLOGY, WE EXECUTE INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER/W

**Areas of Interest**
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

---

**HERON INNOVATORS**

**Booth Number:** BC41087

10624 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678

**Onsite Contacts:**
JENNIFER BARSOTTI

**Phone:** 9164086601
**Email:** info@heroninnovators.com

**Export Status:** NOT EXPORTING

**Products and Services**
WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT | WASTEWATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT | SOLIDS SEPARATION | ALGAE REMOVAL | FOG REMOVAL | TSS REMOVAL

**Areas of Interest**
Latin America, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
HOWE CORPORATION

Booth Number: C35194
1650 N ELSTON AVE
CHICAGO, IL 60642

Onsite Contacts:
ALONSO GALUE

Phone: 773-687-4925
Email: alonso@howecorp.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
ICE FLAKER MACHINES,
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT.

Areas of Interest
Latin America

HURST BOILER & WELDING COMPANY

Booth Number: A2811
100 BOILERMAKER LANE
COOLIDGE, GA 31738

Onsite Contacts:
JEFF HURST

Phone: 229-346-3545
Email: jhurst@hurstboiler.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
STEAM BOILERS,
HOT WATER BOILERS,
CONDENSATE RETURN BOILER FEEDWATER SYSTEM,
DEAERATORS,
BLOWDOWN SEPARATORS,

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
INCUBATION SYSTEMS, INC.

Booth Number: B15023
116 FOREST PARK DRIVE
HERRIN, IL 62948

Onsite Contacts:
HEATHER BRINGAS

Phone: 6189888115
Email: hbringas@incubationsystems.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
POULTRY INCUBATOR PARTS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific

INNOVATE ANIMAL AG

Booth Number: B42023
2108 N ST, STE 8060
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816

Onsite Contacts:
CASEY DOWNEY

Phone: 4159198366
Email: casey@animalinnovation.org

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
RESEARCH | STRATEGIC CONSULTING | CONSUMER MARKETING

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Western Europe
INSTA-PRO INTL

Booth Number: A1033
2100 SE GATEWAY DRIVE STE. 500
GRIMES, IOWA 50111

Onsite Contacts:
TORI SORENSEN

Phone: 16419197517
Email: marketing@insta-pro.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
EXTRUDERS AND OIL PRESSING EQUIPMENT
EXTRUSION OILSEED MEAL LINES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

J.B. HUNT AG SERVICES

Booth Number: B5005
615 J B HUNT CORPORATE DRIVE
LOWELL, AR 72745

Onsite Contacts:
LESA WHITFORD

Phone: 4794665006
Email: lesa.l.swanson@jbhunt.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
DEDICATED TRUCKING, LOGISTICS, DEDICATED ACCOUNT

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
KEITH MANUFACTURING CO.

Booth Number: C28185
401 NW ADLER STREET
MADRAS, OR 97741

Onsite Contacts:
KEVIN DESJARDINS

Phone: 5414753802
Email: kdesjardins@keithwalkingfloor.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
KEITH® WALKING FLOOR® ICE STORAGE & CONVEYING SYSTEM

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe

KENT NUTRITION GROUP

Booth Number: A1063
2905 HWY 61 N
MUSCATINE, IA 52761

Onsite Contacts:
KALE CAUSEMAKER

Phone: 3099457009
Email: kale.causemaker@kentww.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
FEED ADDITIVE FOR POULTRY AND SWINE- HUMISYN A PROPRIETARY BLEND OF NATURAL OCCURRING ORGANIC ACIDS AND SHORT-CHAIN FATTY ACIDS PROVEN TO HELP IMPROVE INTESTINAL HEALTH, NUTRIENT UTILIZATION AND ANTIOXIDANT STATUS FOR POULTRY AND SWINE. MULTIPLE YEARS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific
KING LEE TECHNOLOGIES

Booth Number: B51055
8949 KENAMAR DRIVE BLDG. 107
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121

Onsite Contacts:
GARRET MCLEAN

Phone: +1 858 693 4062
Email: garretmclean@kingleetech.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
ANTISCALANT | MEMBRANE CLEANERS |
BIOCIDES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East /
Africa, Eastern Europe

LEDWELL

Booth Number: A1933
3300 WACO ST
TEXARKANA, TX 75501

Onsite Contacts:
CHRISTINA GUZMAN

Phone: 9038386531
Email: cguzman@ledwell.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BULK FEED TRAILERS | DRAG CHAIN TRAILERS |
AUGER TRAILERS | VACUUM RECLAIMER SYSTEMS

Areas of Interest
Latin America
LIFESPICE INGREDIENTS

Booth Number: BC44099
213 W. INSTITUTE PL SUITE 601
CHICAGO, IL 60610

Onsite Contacts:
CASEY CLAFLIN

Phone: 7344769001
Email: cclaflin@lifespice.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
CUSTOM SEASONING BLENDS

Areas of Interest
Latin America

MPI - MAGNETIC PRODUCTS, INC.

Booth Number: B46080
683 TOWN CENTER DRIVE
HIGHLAND, MI 48356

Onsite Contacts:
FRANK REDA

Phone: 720.883.8177
Email: frank.reda@mpimagnet.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
MAGNETIC SEPARATION – FIVE PRODUCT LINES INCLUDING INTELL-I-MAG (PATENTED AUTOMATED MAGNETIC SENSING TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE ON SEVEN MAGNETIC SEPARATOR PRODUCT OFFERINGS); GRAVITY (20 UNIQUE PRODUCT OFFERINGS); PNEUMATIC (FOUR UNIQUE PRODUCT OFFERINGS); LIQ

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
NPX ONE LLC

Booth Number: B36016
4275 READING CREST AVE.
READING, PA 19605

Onsite Contacts:
LIZA AGUILERA

Phone: 17069929357
Email: liza.aguilera@NPXONE.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
POLYSTYRENE FOAM TRAYS

Areas of Interest
Latin America

NUTECH BIOSCIENCES

Booth Number: A3150
537 FITCH STREET
ONEIDA, NY 13421

Onsite Contacts:
JESSE PEREZ

Phone: +15593620267
Email: jesse@nutechbio.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
NUTECH BIOSCIENCES IS AN ADDITIVE AND SUPPLEMENT MANUFACTURER LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK. THESE PRODUCTS ARE USED FOR DAIRY CATTLE, BEEF CATTLE, SWINE (PIGS), POULTRY, AQUACULTURE, HORSES (EQUINE) AND PETS. OUR PRODUCTS ARE AM

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
PIXON COMPANY

Booth Number: B23062
2733 VIA ORANGE WAY
SPRING VALLEY, CA 92173

Onsite Contacts:
JOSE MADRIGAL

Phone: 6194397628
Email: joseluis@pixon.biz

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
BEAK TRIMMERS, BLADES AND ACCESORIES
FOR BEAK TRIMMERS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Middle East / Africa, Eastern Europe

PNEUMAT

Booth Number: A426
110 MOHR DRIVE
MANKATO, MN 56001

Onsite Contacts:
ANDY LUNDQUIST

Phone: 507-304-8607
Email: andy.lundquist@pneumat.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BINWHIP SILO CLEANING EQUIPMENT | BINDRILL SILO DRILLING EQUIPMENT | CARDOX CO2 BLASTING SYSTEM | HOPPERBOT RAILCAR UNLOADER | HOPPERPOPPER TRUCK UNLOADER | RAILSPREADER RAILCAR LOAD OPTIMIZER

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa,
Western Europe, Eastern Europe
PRINCE INDUSTRIES

Booth Number: C21169
5635 THOMPSON BRIDGE RD
MURRAYVILLE, GA 30564

Onsite Contacts:
JESSE PRINCE

Phone: 7705363679
Email: jesse@prince-inc.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
MECHANICAL SEPARATION, DEBONING SYSTEMS, GRINDERS, PARTS, SERVICE

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

QUICKFREEZE®

Booth Number: BC43096
6340 INNOVATION BLVD.
FORT WAYNE, IN 46815

Onsite Contacts:
MATTHEW STEIGMEYER

Phone: 260-234-2151
Email: msteigmeyer@quickfreeze.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
QUICKFREEZE® - QFM - IN RACK PALLETIZED FREEZING, TEMPERING AND COOLING SYSTEM T - PROBE - TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEM

Areas of Interest
Asia / Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
RAZOR EDGE SYSTEMS

Booth Number: B45047
303 N 17TH AVE E
ELY, MN 55731

Onsite Contacts:
ANDY ST. AMOUR

Phone: 218-365-6419
Email: Andys@razoredgesystems.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
ROBOTIC AND MANUAL KNIFE SHARPENING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

ROXELL USA

Booth Number: B6017
720 INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
ANDERSON, MO 64831

Onsite Contacts:
VEERLE DE ROUCK

Phone: 050 235181
Email: Veerle.derouck@roxell.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
CHICKEN FARMERS
PIG FARMERS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe
SMITHWAY

Booth Number: B12021
20 SMITH FARMS ROAD PO BOX 188
FAIRVIEW, NC 28730

Onsite Contacts:
ROD SMITH

Phone: 8286281756
Email: rjs67@att.net

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
CUSTOM BUILT ENVIRONEMENT
CONTROLLED CHICK TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

SONOMA PHARMACEUTICALS

Booth Number: A457
5445 CONESTOGA CTSUITE 150
BOULDER, COLORADO, CO 80301

Onsite Contacts:
MALLORY FOSTER

Phone: 7204529690
Email: mfoster@sonomapharma.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
LIVESTOCK FARM, RANCH AND VETERINARY
STRENGTH MICROCYNV5S | MICRODACYN
WOUND CARE | ORAL, NASAL AND EYE CARE | DERMATOLOGY | MUCOCLYNS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
STAR LABS

Booth Number: A628
P.O. BOX 778755 SW HWY 6
CLARKSDALE, KS 66503

Onsite Contacts:
DR MARK YOUNG

Phone: 8166675396
Email: mark.young@primalac.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
PRIMALAC - PELLET STABLE LACTOBACILLUS BASED PROBIOTIC
SILAPRIME - STABLE SILAGE INOCULANTS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa

STELLAR

Booth Number: C26150
2900 HARTLEY RD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32257

Onsite Contacts:
DEREK BICKERTON

Phone: 9042602900
Email: dbickerton@stellar.net

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
STELLAR HAS 35 PLUS YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FOOD & BEVERAGE AND DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRIES, BUILDING AND DESIGNING FACILITIES ALL OVER THE WORLD. INTERNATIONALLY STELLAR PROUDLY OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:

CIVIL DESIGN | STRUCTURAL DESIGN | ARCHITECT

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
STERLING SYSTEMS & CONTROLS

Booth Number: A913
24711 EMERSON ROAD
STERLING, IL 61081

Onsite Contacts:
JOE LEWIS

Phone: 815-625-0852
Email: jlewis@sterlingcontrols.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
INGREDIENT BATCHING SYSTEMS
PROCESS CONTROLS AND AUTOMATION
FOR FEED MILLS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Middle East / Africa

STONE ENTERPRISES

Booth Number: B40057
10011 J STREET
OMAHA, NE 68127

Onsite Contacts:
DANA BLANKINSHIP

Phone: 14026721399
Email: Dana@stoneent.net

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
AFTERMARKET REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR
TOWNSEND, CRYOVAC, RA JONES AND
OTHERS,

Areas of Interest
Latin America
THOMAS PUMP & MACHINERY

Booth Number: C42149
120 INDUSTRIAL DR
SLIDELL, LA  70460

Onsite Contacts:
PAIGE EGAN

Phone: 985-649-3000
Email: paigee@thomaspump.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
TGTO FAMILY, SPRAY GUN

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

TIMKEN COMPANY

Booth Number: B42041
4500 MOUNT PLEASANT ST. NW
NORTH CANTON, OH 44720

Onsite Contacts:
MELISSA QUINLAN

Phone: 234-262-2128
Email: melissa.quinlan@timken.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
ROLLER BEARINGS
BALL BEARINGS
MOUNTED BALL BEARINGS (HOUSED UNITS)
MOUNTED ROLLER BEARINGS (HOUSED UNITS)
BEARING SEALS
LUBRICATION

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
TRU HONE CORPORATION

Booth Number:  C35172

1721 NE 19TH AVE
OCALA, FL 34470-

Onsite Contacts:
JAMES GANGELHOFF

Phone:  352-622-1213
Email:  JHGangelhoff@TruHone.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
COMMERCIAL KNIFE SHARPENING SYSTEMS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

U.S. SOYBEAN EXPORT COUNCIL

Booth Number:  A1817

16305 SWINGLEY RIDGE ROAD  SUITE 200
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017

Onsite Contacts:
TOM D'ALFONSO

Phone:  636-449-6400
Email:  tdalfonso@ussec.org

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
THE U.S. SOYBEAN EXPORT COUNCIL (USSEC) FOCUSES ON DIFFERENTIATING, ELEVATING PREFERENCE, AND ATTAINING MARKET ACCESS FOR THE USE OF U.S. SOY FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, AQUACULTURE, AND LIVESTOCK FEED IN 80+ COUNTRIES INTERNATIONALLY. USSEC MEMBERS REPRESENT

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe
USA POULTRY & EGG EXPORT

Booth Number: B19052
1532 COOLEDGE ROAD
TUCKER, GA 30084

Onsite Contacts:
MARY ALICE CAIN

Phone: 7704130006
Email: members@usapeec.org

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
U.S. POULTRY, SHELL EGGS, EGG PRODUCTS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

VAA

Booth Number: A1737
2300 BERKSHIRE LN N STE 200
PLYMOUTH, MN 55441-4575

Onsite Contacts:
CASSIE RAYMAN

Phone: 7635877373
Email: crayman@vaaeng.com

Export Status:
NOT EXPORTING

Products and Services
N/A

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific
VAL-CO

Booth Number: B15033
2710 DIVISION HIGHWAY
NEW HOLLAND, PA 17557

Onsite Contacts:
JOE ULICNY

Phone: 713544586
Email: JUlicny@val-co.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
POULTRY WATERING, POULTRY FEEDING,
VENTILATION FANS FOR AGRICULTURE.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East /
Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

VDG (VAN DER GRAAF)

Booth Number: B40033
13771 CAVALIERE DRIVE
SHELBY, MI 48315

Onsite Contacts:
JOVAN MILOVANOVIC

Phone: 9057938100
Email: jmilovanovic@vandergraaf.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
SSV SERIES DRUM MOTOR (4" - 8.5" DIA)
| SSV-XP DRUM MOTOR

Areas of Interest
Latin America
VICAM

Booth Number: B12015
34 MAPLE STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757

Onsite Contacts:
LANNY SMITH

Phone: 4177256588
Email: lanny_smith@waters.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
WE ALREADY EXPORT TO 100 COUNTRIES. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE: RAPID DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS FOR MYCOTOXINS AND GLYPHOSATE; LABORATORY SAMPLE PREP FOR LC AND LC/MS/MS ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR MYCOTOXINS.

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

VITECH BIO

Booth Number: A2913
1658 N. O'DONNELL WAY
ORANGE, CA 92867

Onsite Contacts:
THOMAS SHIEH

Phone: 9498006840
Email: thomas@vitechusa.com

Export Status: EXPORTING

Products and Services
PROTEASE, XYLANASE, PHYTASE, BIOACTIVE PEPTIDE, AGP ALTERNATIVES

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa
V-RAM PUMPS

Booth Number: B39078
620 SOUTH BROADWAY AVE
ALBERT LEA, MN 56007

Onsite Contacts:
MATTHEW PETERSON

Phone: 507-373-3996
Email: MPeterson@VRam.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
EDIBLE AND INEDIBLE PUMPS FOR USE IN MEAT PROCESSING AND WASTE WATER RECLAMATION

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe

WALINGA INC

Booth Number: A2217
1190 ELECTRIC AVE
WAYLAND, MI 49348-8901

Onsite Contacts:
JONATHAN MEDEMBLIK

Phone: 6168773470
Email: jtm@walinga.com

Export Status:
EXPORTING

Products and Services
BULK FEED BODIES. PNEUMATIC CONVEYING SYSTEMS

Areas of Interest
Latin America, Asia / Pacific, Middle East / Africa, Western Europe, Eastern Europe